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Diffusion Models for

Computer/Communication Systems*

Toshikazu Kimura

Diffusion approximations for queues contain two conceptually

different kinds of approximations, i.e., diffusion limits justified by

heavy traffic limit theorems for unstable queues and diffusion mod-

els as continuous approximations for stable queues. The purpose of

this paper is to provide（i）some basic concepts and issues in diffusion

modeling, and（ii）a bibliographical guide to diffusion models for

queues that are typically found in computer/communication systems.

JEL Classification Numbers : C４４，C６３

Key Words : Diffusion Models, Queues

1. Introduction
Performance evaluation of computer/communication systems has been

often addressed through the analysis of queues therein. Exact solutions are
available only under restrictive assumptions that scarcely fit in with the real-
ity, making approximate solutions a practical necessity. Approximation meth-
ods for queues have thus been of practical interests. One of widely used ap-
proximations for queues is a diffusion approximation, where a queueing char-
acteristic process（e.g., queue length, waiting time, work load, etc．）is approxi-
mated by a diffusion（Brownian motion）process. A number of textbooks of the
theory of queues have dealt with diffusion approximation as a standard ap-
proximation method［２，４０，４１，４９，５７，７７，１０４］；see also［５，３４，３９，８１］．

It has been known that diffusion approximations for unstable queues can
be often justified by heavy traffic limit theorems（HTLTs）: When a queueing
characteristic process is appropriately scaled and translated, HTLTs show
that the translated process in an unstable queue converges weakly to a
Brownian motion process; see［１２，２４，４７，７２，９３，１３２］for surveys as well as
bibliographical guides. However, this does not necessarily imply that the
Brownian motion process still gives an accurate approximation when the
queue is stable, because HTLTs provide us no information on the process be-
havior in stable situations. Hence, we must clearly distinguish two kinds of
“diffusion approximations”, i.e., diffusion limits justified by HTLTs for unsta-
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ble queues and diffusion models as continuous approximations for stable
queues. Such a clear distinction has not sufficiently been made in the litera-
ture. This paper is a first review of diffusion models for queues that are typi-
cally found in computer/communication systems. While I do not claim that
this review is comprehensive, I hope that it will serve as a useful reference for
researchers and engineers who are interested in diffusion modeling.

Here is how this paper is organized: In Section２，we introduce some ba-
sic concepts and issues in diffusion modeling. In Section３，we review previ-
ously established diffusion models for single-server queues, state-dependent
queues, queueing networks and specific queues in computer/communication
systems.

2. Fundamentals in Diffusion Modeling
2. 1 What is a diffusion model ?

Let JJ� �������� �be a queueing characteristic process being approxi-
mated and let denote its state space. In this section we focus on the one-
dimensional case 	 ��０，１，２，．．．�if is discrete or 	 ＋＝［０，∞）if is
continuous, because the dimension of J is not essential for the fundamentals
in diffusion modeling. Let °denote the interior of , where °for the dis-
crete case is defined by °� 
�� ; 
���� } . To deal with discontinuity in
sample paths of J , it is sufficient to assume that J��［０，∞）．In addition, as-
sume that there exist functions�: °× ＋→ and�: °× ＋→ ＋ such that��J������J����J����
����
����������

����J������J������J����
����
����������
for�＞０and�
���� °× ＋. These functions are termed the infinitesimal pa-
rameters of the process J . In particular,�is called the infinitesimal mean and�the infinitesimal variance. For convenience, we assume that�and�are con-
tinuous with respect to t.

As a continuous approximation of J , we introduce a diffusion process�� ��������� ��C［０，∞），where 	 is an appropriate state space of X .
As with , let °denote the interior of . For������ °× ＋, we define the in-
finitesimal parameters of X by

��������� �!������������������������
�"�������� �!���������������� ����������#
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Now, suppose that there exists a mapping$: → such that$�%�&$�
��０／
（i, j� , i�'j）and

(
j∈
$（j）� , i.e．，{$（j）；j� } is a partition of .

Definition 1 X is called a continuously parameterized diffusion model of J ,
if b and a are continuous functions on °× ＋, and if there exists a��$�
�
（j� °）such that���������
���and"��������
���for all t�０．
Definition 2 X is called a piecewise-constantly parameterized diffusion
model of J , if���������
���and"��������
���for all ��$�
�（j� °）and
all t�０．
Concisely, we call the diffusion models defined above C model and PC model
in order ; cf．［８］．If J is a state-independent process�%#)#���
���*����and��
���*����for t �０）, the parameters b and a in the C model should be con-
stant on °for a fixed t, so that both models are equivalent. Both models are
also equivalent when � and$（j）�{ j } for all j� , which can be found, for
example, in the work load process of a single server queue.

2. 2 From discrete to continuous
Because Definitions１and２are no more than general frameworks of diffu-

sion models, there are various modeling issues to be solved for obtaining X .
The most elementary modeling issues are :

�．How do we obtain the infinitesimal parameters�and�（or �and "）？
�．How do we define the mapping$?
�．How do we reflect boundary behavior of J into X ?

To illustrate possible solutions of the modeling issues �－�, we use the
standard GI/GI /１queueing system specified as follows : Customers are ar-
riving at the system according to a renewal process. That is, if we let un�+��
be the interarrival time between�+��‐st and n-th arriving customers, then�un�+��is a sequence of nonnegative iid random variables. Customers are
served in order of arrivals. Let ,+�+��be the service time of the n-th cus-
tomer and assume that ,+�+�� �is a sequence of non-negative iid random
variables being independent of -+�+�� �. In addition, let F（G）denote the
interarrival-time（service-time）cdf with mean .��/��；let 0�.1/be the
traffic intensity ; and let2"��23��be the squared coe.cient of variation（scv, i.e.,
variance divided by the square of mean）of F（G）．

To solve the modeling issue I, we need to specify the structure of J more
clearly. It is known that most queueing characteristic processes can be repre-
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sented as

J (t)＝J (０)+ J�(t)－J�(t)， ���， �

where J�(t) (J－（t)) denotes a cumulative amount of inputs into（outputs
from）a queue in the time interval（０，t］. The input and output processes J±
are not only correlated but also strongly affected by boundary behavior at the
upper（if exists）and lower boundaries, respectively. However, if J is condi-
tioned on the interior °, we can see that they behave like mutually independ-
ent processes and free from boundary effects. This conditioning will enable us
to obtain explicit forms of�and�.

As target processes in the GI/GI/１ queue, we consider（i）4�4�������� �5the number of customers（either waiting or being served）in the
system, and（ii）6�6�������� �5the unfinished work load process. Clearly,� for J � N and � ＋ for J � V . Due to the time- and space-
homogeneity of system parameters in the GI/GI/１ queue, the infinitesimal
parameters of both processes are constant, i.e., ��
���*�and��
���*�for all
（j, t）� °× ＋. The infinitesimal parameters of such a homogeneous process
J can be obtained by its asymptotic expectations

���� �!7�E [J (t)│Ft ( °)], �

���� �!7�Var [J (t)│Ft ( °)],

where Ft ( °)��J�-�� °for -�������；see［５５］．From（３）and（４），
we immediately have

���� �!7�8�J�����Ft ( °)]��� �!7�8�J�����Ft ( °)].

Since the processes J± in（３）can be regarded as being independent under the

condition Ft ( °), the infinitesimal variance is given by

���� �!7�9:;�J�����Ft ( °)]��� �!7�9:;�J�(t)│Ft ( °)].

For the process N , the input process4� can be given by

4����� :<+�-�===�-+>�� �?�@�� 4������#
Hence, we obtain
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�� �!7�8�4�����Ft ( °)]��� �!7�8�4�����.��� �!7�9:;�4�����Ft ( °)]��� �!7�9:;�4������.2"�#
Under the condition Ft ( °), the output process4� can be identified with4����� :<+�,�===�,+>�� �?�@�� 4�������
and hence

�� �!7�8�4�����Ft ( °)]�/�
�� �!7�9:;�4�����Ft ( °)]�/23�#

Consequently, the infinitesimal parameters of N are��.�/ and ��.2"��/23�# �

See［２９］for a modification of（５）．
On the other hand, for the process V , the input and output processes 6�

are given by

6�����A+�4����,+� �@�� 6�������
and6������("#3#) for���under the condition Ft ( ＋°), from which we obtain
the infinitesimal parameters of V as

��0� and ��0/�2"��23��# �

For the process N in the GI/GI/１queue, we have a few different solutions
of the modeling issue�, e.g.,$�
��[j－０．５，j＋０．５) (j∈ ）with �[－０．５，∞),$�
�� [ j, j＋１) (j∈ ) with ＝[０，∞),$(０)＝{０} and $�
�� ( j－１，j] (j∈ °)
with �[０，∞), and so on. Of course, for the process V , we have the only solu-
tion$�
�� 
��with � ＋.

To regulate a diffusion process X in the interior °, we need an impenetra-
ble barrier at the lower boundary of state space of N or V . The simplest one is
a reflecting boundary described by the HTLT for0�；see, e. g．，［１３２］．An al-
ternative solution is a sticky（elementary return）boundary where the process
is absorbed for a random time interval. After this time has elapsed, the proc-
ess jumps into an interior point determined by a probability distribution, and
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then the process restarts from that point. Each of these boundaries has its own
defects: An apparent defect of the reflecting boundary is the lack of probabil-
ity mass at boundaries, which fails in modeling the empty/overflow probabili-
ties explicitly. On the other hand, it is pointed out in［１２］that a primary defect
of the elementary return boundary is the lack of continuous paths, which fails
in establishing return processes as limits of stable queues being modeled. The
latter indication is, however, mainly based on diffusion limits and that is not a
defect from the standpoint of diffusion modeling.

2. 3 From continuous to discrete
The major advantage of using diffusion models is a connection to the

study of certain partial differential equations（PDEs）．The connection to PDEs
makes diffusion models computationally and analytically attractive. LetB�����C�be the pdf of X（t）starting from X（０）＝C, i.e. B�����C�D��E�F�
X���>��D�������C�for ��C� and ���#Then, it has been known thatB�����C�satisfies the Kolmogorov forward equationGBG���G�G�� "�����B�����C�� ��GG� ������B�����C�� � 	

with the initial conditionB�����C��H���C�for��C� , whereH（・）is the Di-
rac’s delta function. Appropriate boundary conditions are added to（７）accord-
ing to boundary behavior. Note that the PDE（７）should be modified for a
process with elementary return boundaries. Solving the PDE（７）through cer-
tain analytical/numerical methods, we can obtain the pdf of X in a computa-
tionally efficient way. If is continuous and � just as for the work load
case, the pdf can be immediately considered as an approximate pdf of J. How-
ever, if is discrete, we have to solve an additional modeling issue


. How do we discretize the pdf of X to obtain an approximate distribution of
J ?

While it seems from the nature of the issue that there is no exact solution of
the issue 
, some heuristic solutions have been proposed, according to the
mapping$and the boundary condition. Consider, for example, the case where$�
���
�
���
� ) as well as the reflecting boundary at the origin are used in
a diffusion model for the process N in the GI/GI/１queue. Then, a natural
discretization method is defined by

E4����
�4����%� �IJ$�
�B�����%�D�� %�
� , ���#
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As an index of judging whether or not X is a“good”approximation for J ,
we introduce the notion of consistency. We mean by consistency that approxi-
mations by a diffusion model agree with available exact results for particular
cases. More definitely, we define

Definition 3 A diffusion model X for J is said to be exactly consistent with a
particular queueing system, if the approximate distribution of J agrees with
the exact distribution.
Definition 4 A diffusion model X for J is said to be first-order consistent
with a particular queueing system, if the approximate mean of J agrees with
the exact mean.

To obtain a consistent diffusion model in the sense of Definitions３and４，we
need certain heuristic ideas rather than conventional analyses. That is,

�. How do we realize wide consistency of X ?

should be addressed as another important modeling issue.

3. A Bibliographical Guide to Diffusion Models for Queues
3. 1 Single-server queues

The GI/GI/１queue and its variants are basic to computer/communica-
tion systems. By the use of the diffusion model described in Section２．２，the
standard GI/GI/１queue in steady state is analyzed in［１８，２１，２７，５５，７０，１１１，
１３３］, while its transient analysis in［１４，１６，４５］and spectral analysis in
［１０９，１３４］．Diffusion models are proposed for some variants of the GI/GI/１
queue, including a bulk queue［９，９０］，a queue with repeated calls［１７］and
the GI/GI/１/N queue［２９，３０，３６，６４，７０，７５］；see also［９８］for a transportation
application. A first passage time in a diffusion process is applied to analyze
the probability distributions of busy periods in the M/G/１queue［５４］and first
overflow times in the GI/GI/１/N queue［６３］．Diffusion processes with time-
dependent infinitesimal parameters are analyzed in［１３，４６，９９，１００，１０１］as con-
tinuous approximation models of non-stationary GI/GI/１queues.

3. 2 State-dependent queues
Diffusion models for state-dependent queues are just analogous to birth-

death queueing models. Some PC models for general state-dependent queues
are proposed in［７１，７５，８５，１２８］．Multi-server queues form a typical subclass
of state-dependent queues, for which various diffusion models are analyzed in
［２０，５０，５１，５２，６７，７３，１１５，１３８，１４３］（the GI/GI/s queue），［６８，１０６，１３６］（the
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GI X/GI/s queue）and［５０，７４，７６，１１６，１４２］（the GI/GI/s/N queue）for their
steady-state analysis. Transient behavior of the M/G/s queue is analyzed in
［１０］by using a PC model［６７］．Another typical subclass of state-dependent
queues is the GI/GI/s/・/K queue, for which a number of C models are devel-
oped［７，３２，５３，５９，９７，１１３，１１４，１３０，１３９］．See also［４，６，１２９，１３７］for other state-
dependent queues and［１０２，１０５］for queues with infinite number of servers.

3. 3 Queueing networks
A multi-dimensional extension of the process J in Section２can be consid-

ered as a natural diffusion model for a network of queues. For general queue-
ing networks, see［１６，３７，３８，７８，７９，１１１，１１８］．See also［２５，２６，６９，８８，９１，１０３，
１２２］for detailed analyses of two-node queueing networks.

3. 4 Specific queues in computer/communication systems
In addition to traditional queues stated above, we can observe numerous

queueing phenomena in computer/communication systems, according to par-
ticular assumptions on the arrival/service processes. Priority queues［１，４８，６１，
１２３，１２６］and queues with service interruptions［４，２２，２３，４８，６０，６１，９６］may
be rather classical models of computer systems; see also［３，３５，９１］. In the con-
text of queueing synthesis, diffusion models are proposed for reliability prob-
lems［１５，８６，８７］and control problems［４，１９，５６，６５，６６，８５，１０７，１０８］．In com-
munication systems, there exist various diffusion models developed for ran-
dom access schemes［８０，９５，１１０，１１７，１４４］，voice/data integrated schemes
［９２，１４１］and bursty inputs in ATM［１１，４２，４３，４４，８２，８３，８４，８５，９４，１１２，１１９，
１２７］; see also［３１，３３，１２５，１３１］for other communication systems.

Extensive recent statistical analyses of packet traffic in modern high-
speed networks have proved that actual packet traffic is more complex or
bursty than voice traffic and it has statistical self-similarity or fractal charac-
teristics. This implies that traditional teletraffic models based extensively on
Poisson or Markovian assumptions may become inadequate for communica-
tion systems with self-similar nature, for which only few theoretical results ex-
ist to date. As a direction of future research, diffusion models are expected to
deal with self-similarity. A possible approach may be to extend the diffusion
models for queues in random environments.

Professor, Hokkaido University
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